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Collins’s use of magical realism in the 1980s is all the more
incongruent, given that it was the heyday of the “New Realism”
in African American film, defined by time, specifically black
people’s time, and urban mise-en-scènes. The films in the
realist-temporal paradigm—Boyz N the Hood, Juice, Straight
Out of Brooklyn, Deep Cover—as distinct from the expressivespatial, revolve around young boys becoming men (Diawara
1993: 23). That Collins should have chosen another route to
initiate three Puerto Rican boys into a semblance of adulthood
is perhaps more comprehensible when one regards magical–
marvelous realism as a mode that provided her with a narrative
solution, one that sorted out the story and, equally importantly,
followed a universalist principle in the rudimentary forms that
were expressed or stifled by the characters in Cruz Brothers. An
“expressive” film, it touches upon the male’s rite of passage into
adulthood that the later “new realist” films would. Collins’s transformation of the coming-of-age story was released in the early
part of the decade when filmic imaginings of the Puerto Rican
community and the Latinx community were predictably both
vulgar and broad, continuing a pattern established in the early
part of the twentieth century (Lopez 1991; Woll 1981). Cruz
Brothers is prescient about staging conversations in sharp contrast
to the black–white, Latino/a–white relationships in the realist,
time-oriented films along the lines of Melvin Van Peebles’s Sweet
Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song (1971) that “recognizes nationalist
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narratives as enabling strategies for survival, empowerment, and
self-determination” (Diawara 1993: 9).
Losing Ground, like Cruz Brothers, sidesteps the nationalist
narrative, is even less invested in the national allegory, and
identifies the human as the core of storytelling: the story
emerges from the individual’s place in the community, and the
community’s response to the nation’s interpellation of marginal
subjects. Even as the national is incorporated, its imaginary
does not inform the narrative nucleus. Discussing the craft of
filmmaking, Collins maintained that storytelling involves using
language to sort out the narrative tangles human beings create.
In other words, she does not allegorize race; rather, she pays
attention to black subjects and their difficulties in the community
and in the nation. The solutions she veers towards have universal
applicability, an anomaly, in general, in the US since the 1960s,
when one version or another of identity politics, not to detract
at all from its progressive goals and results, has dominated. It is
important to reiterate that the predicaments the characters find
themselves in arise from the ideas the characters have, rather than
in the action or, as would seem expected for a drama, in conflict
(Nicholson 1988/9: 12).
Losing Ground locates the dilemma of the text in the characters
of Sara Rogers, a philosophy professor, and her husband Victor,
an artist. The film’s abstract plot pursues the relationship between
questions of identity and philosophies of art. While this theme
is developed in terms of the debate about the value of art and
of philosophy, and the role of passion in both, there are other
structural elements in the film that add a particular gendered
dimension to the essai film—indeed, a feminist one—by
importing Romance genre elements from literature and, oddly,
romcom elements from mainstream film, here mixed with African
American traditions that reveal the limitations of each genre for
the exploration of an intellectual black woman’s personal and
professional life.
The dimensions of the essai film are expanded in that the
existential speculations that Sara entertains of her identity are
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complicated by her internalizing her husband’s views on the insufficiency of her discipline, philosophy, which according to Victor
inhibits her from accessing the complex fullness of the abstract
and the sensory that he experiences. The film follows Sara’s quest
to discover the richness of the philosophical in mysticism. Her
research follows this path, an untypical way of attempting to fulfill
a quest. Moreover, this quest is entangled in the mundane of
everyday married life: a commonplace interest in communicating
with her husband who seems lost in a world of his own, and even
less aware of her own needs, but drags her into his, dismissing her
objections. That Collins intertwines these themes is significant
mainly because African American films had only infrequently
ventured to explore personal/romantic and intellectual relationships, in part because of the film industry’s inability to conceive
of black lives outside the racial imaginary. However, exploring
inter-personal relationships, particularly in a romantic vein, is
crucial to establish African Americans as human beings first,
who participate in the simple and simultaneously grand universal
journey of love and its many anguishes. When asked what Losing
Ground was about, Collins is reported to have said, “a young
woman falling in love and making a mess of it” (Hachard 2015).
Two generic strands intersect in this film—essai and Romance—
within an African diaspora framework.

The essai
Discussion of personal problems is ubiquitous in the essai film,
particularly conversations about relationships, starting with
Godard’s Breathless (1960) where the two main characters lie
in bed and talk about how many lovers they have had in the past
in conjunction with what books they have read. Truffaut’s Jules
and Jim (1962) is an extended elaboration of the development
of relationships, largely predicated on character. And of course,
the Rohmer films that Collins admired are replete with long
philosophical conversations that include soul searching about
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relationships. The human drama in these films invariably revolves
around some version of a romantic connection. This is certainly
true of Losing Ground; however, there are very few conversations
about relationships except obliquely through disagreements
about art and philosophy. The viewer begins to grasp that these
intellectual divergences also reveal Victor’s imperviousness to
Sara’s world view, what Sara later clarifies as the “unequal” nature
of their relationship. Sara has a warm relationship with her mother,
to whom she talks openly about Victor’s routine infidelity. The
conversation between mother and daughter introduces the theme
of black women’s community, a motif that is central to all Sara’s
writings. As Sara confides in her mother, their emotional and
intellectual sustenance of each other as black women and black
women artists becomes apparent. Sara spends less time talking
about the object of her affections, Victor, than she does about her
own work. She conveys the exuberance she feels when she knows
intuitively that she has arrived at the heart of the matter:
The actual sex doesn’t bother me . . . The only thing I’ve
ever known like that [trance-like state] is sometimes in
the middle of writing a paper my mind suddenly takes
this tremendous leap into a new interpretation of the
material . . . I know I’m right. I know I can prove it . . . my
head starts dancing like crazy . . . (Collins 1991: 165)

Sara adds that she feels somehow despondent that the exultation
is based on thinking and longs for that trance-like state for herself
outside the strict purview of paper writing. Her response is in
part informed by Victor’s unthinking reflection of the western
metaphysical binaries separating the intellect from emotion; yet,
her engagement with the issue is feminist in that she questions
these rigid oppositions that inevitably carry racial and gender
assignations. She is in search of a history of philosophy that would
enable her to comprehend both without sacrificing her training
or succumbing to some western construction of black people
as instinctual without the ability to think rationally. The issue is
specific for Sara’s gender and ethnicity; it would not be so for the
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male intellectual in the western tradition, as seen in Rohmer’s My
Night with Maud.
While Rohmer follows the principle of not drawing attention to
the film form lest it detract from the narrative and the discussion,
Collins takes a different tack, bringing in the verve of the dramatist
in this conversation between Sara and her mother, an actor. My
Night with Maud uses long takes to imitate the literary, and “subtle
blocking” of the conversation between the three characters to
underplay the cinematic in the sequence (Holland n.d.). Like
Rohmer, Collins also avoids the repetitive shot/reverse shots
that are routine in the Hollywood master/tutor code, and gently
dollies from Sara to her mother during the conversation. The tone
of the conversation could not be further from the debate in My
Night with Maud. Sara and her mother are laughing, chatting, and
discussing issues in an everyday way, thinking about themselves
through ideas that are relatively new to them, but throughout
saturated by their emotional sense of what the trance-like state
might mean for each of them. They are passionate about it, and
there is considerable warmth in the exchange, modeling the
development of ideas through empathy and affirmation rather
than argumentation. They are not, so to speak, human beings who
are vessels for abstract ideas which Rohmer’s characters, barring
slight disturbances, appear to be, their actions fueling further
thinking on moral issues. The protagonist of My Night with Maud
is not given a name, suggesting his allegorical role. Sara and her
mother are flesh-and-blood creatures. When Sara describes her
own transports, she moves her head forward, miming the dancing
she feels her head undergoes when she is out of herself. Both leave
the morality out of it entirely, her mother commenting that she
does not know if it is the gods that “have” her or Satan.
The visual palette is startling different from Rohmer’s; Collins
uses color and the mise-en-scène to suffuse the scene with a sense
of warmth and life. Medium shots show the proximity of the two
conversationalists and their intimacy. The notion of the essai film
in this context is expanded to seek out new philosophical positions
that the women are in the process of discovering, not securing
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moral positions that have already been defined as in Rohmer.
Losing Ground also distinguishes itself from the philosophizing in
Godard’s Breathless, and from the social philosophy in Truffaut’s
Jules and Jim, foregrounding race in the intricate connection
between the philosophical idea and the gendered, raced self.

Romance
The Romance genre, and its offshoot in the American novel, are
hostile to African American subject material. The sentimental
novel of the nineteenth century followed a virtuous female, who
during the course of the novel establishes her value to the male
and is rewarded by his appreciation of her. The sentimental novel
then always concluded with the marriage of the female hero to
the object of her affections. For African American women writers
in the nineteenth century, the plot was out of bounds, given
that the definition of a virtuous woman was solely the property
of euro-american women; the sexual assault and rape of black
women consigned them to a class outside the virtuous, and even
outside womanhood (Carby 1987). Consequently, novelists took
recourse to the black woman’s “uplift” work to prove her virtue and
womanhood. This trope is picked up then by African American
film, including Oscar Micheaux’s oeuvre Within Our Gates (1919)
and Body and Soul (1925), which feature black female protagonists
pursued by men, black and white. The female’s affiliation to
the progress of her race finally redeems her, and in some cases
culminates in marriage. Thus, given the weight of history against
the female hero’s quest being completely fulfilled, Collins opts
against a utopian ending, giving us instead a modernist one,
replete with ambiguity. This is compounded by the fact that the
romcom dilemma of the communication channels between
husband and wife also remains unresolved. The careful detailing
of the difficulties in the husband and wife’s romantic relationship
is of moment precisely because it normalizes and humanizes black
subjects in that most powerful of all arenas—the romantic.
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The trance-like experience as a quest motif is mystical,
in not translating either into a treasure or a romantic object.
Nevertheless, it does serve as the desire of the narrative. As the
philosopher protagonist becomes more aware of her data’s overwhelmingly western framework, she is frustrated in her need to be
transported to another state of mind. Underlining the importance
of the experience of black women, it is Sara’s mother who brings
up the possibilities offered by non-western philosophies, touching
on a key concept in Haitian philosophy, possession. Sara turns to
Haitian philosophy, specifically Louis Mars’s work on possession
in vaudun.1 The philosopher Louis Mars connects the emotional
with the intellectual, noting that possession fills the subject with
“the consciousness of an immediate rapport with desire” ([1946]
1977: 11). Moreover, the rite is deeply spiritual in that none other
than the gods arrive in the service of the humans.
Developing her ideas on a philosophy that emerges from
Africa, in counterpoint to the time in the opening sequence
devoted to western philosophers, Collins features yet another
scene of Sara engrossed in the intellectual endeavor. The sequence
of Sara in the library recalls the trope of literacy in African
American literature; the material presence of books and paper
suggests that for Sara, the intellectual, these instruments perform
the same function that canvas and brush do for her artist husband
Victor. A slow tracking shot catches the medieval statuary of
monks, all a uniform rust-like color, before it lights upon Sara,
her back to the camera, head bent over the typewriter, a sign of
her engagement in creative activity. Halfway through, we hear
Sara’s voice off screen, carrying the authority of the voice over.
We listen to what she is typing, and even as she talks about the
gods mounting the individual, the individual being possessed,
the camera dollies upward to show a frieze. The art appears to be
all european, familiar objects signifying “europe” in almost any
context; yet the european backdrop here is a piquant reminder,
both of the absence of the non-european in philosophy, and
Professor Rogers’s contribution to expanding that canon. After
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enumerating the stages of possession, Sara concludes her thesis
saying that “the ecstasy is after the fact.”
Louis Mars’s treatise on ecstasy through possession functions
as a sub-text and introduces the informing myth, the vaudun
ritual that culminates in the dance between Sara and Duke in the
metafilm. It is important to see how else vaudun performance
rites make an entrance into the film. According to vaudun myth,
the gods possess those who have pleased them, and further,
it is through dance that humans experience their presence:
“In kinetic-emotive mysticism, a god reveals himself to man
through the brutal breaking up of self ” (Mars [1946] 1977: 15).
The performative aspect of vaudun draws out the ecstasy of the
dancer in the film within the film. Possessed by the gods/the
ancestors, the dancer loses herself in the other.
The dance itself is charged with meaning and operates on
both the syntagmatic level and the associative or the Barthesian
paradigmatic level (Barthes 1994). The ultimate dance that Sara
has with Duke in the film within the film is to be distinguished
from the previous dance she had with him during rehearsal, where
the sequence shot against the background of a New York building
largely appears to be what it is: a take for a movie. And when her
“rival” comes, the whole is tepid and plebeian. Sara and Duke are
chatting through this dance and the sequence itself is amusing and
entertaining, giving no indication of the significance of the theme
of the dance in the plot of the film. The last dance, however, is
completely explosive in contrast, and when Duke ( Johnny) starts
dancing with the other girl, with the same sinuous moves, Sara
(Frankie) blasts him away. The dance infers that Sara, “possessed”
by Frankie, herself possessed by a spirit, shoots and kills her lover.
At the associative or paradigmatic level, entire systems of
signification are condensed in the dance. The dance transports
Sara into a trance akin to the experience of being possessed,
challenging the western notions of the self that suffuse Victor’s
thinking. Victor’s version of the trance-like state celebrates the
experience of the self, unlike the vaudun ritual that involves the
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self being inhabited by another. For Sara, the trance involves both
the self and the other.
In the diegesis, Victor has disparaged Sara for her dancing
skills. Yet, here her dance is of a higher order, not comparable to
Victor’s flirtatious dance steps as prelude to sex. Sara’s dancing
with Duke yields fresh insights about her character not just to
Victor, the viewer on screen, but also to the viewers off screen.
The passion inherent in the movements, particularly when Sara
kicks her leg high, is a startling revelation of the wellsprings of the
erotic in her. The directions for the dance, based on the African
American ballad, add another layer of density to the performance,
recalling a perennial trope of the betrayal of the black woman. The
very inclusion of the musical in the folkloric roots Losing Ground
in the African American oral/performative tradition, regarded as
the “positive” site of instruction in comparison with the negative
moorings of the visual.
From a received feminist perspective, the spectacle of the
dance, of the female performer, would seem to reify her as the
old archetype of the female entertainer, the Jezebel, or in high
culture terms, the tragic mulatta. However, other feminist
theorists have argued that when the male viewer in the diegesis
is denied visual pleasure, as Victor is in this instance, the male
gaze trajectory is less than relevant (Ramanathan 2006). Further,
in terms of the syntagma of the narrative, the specularization of
the black woman is irrelevant; indeed, it is her visibility that is at
stake. In the dance, Sara, and other black women conjured up by
her presence, is “seen.”
The structure of the film, and the use of the film within the film
at the conclusion, is modernist in not committing itself to classical
closure, and feminist in signaling that the resolution has served
the female hero. The historical adds weight to the philosophical
dimension of the vaudun rite. Where the vaudun ritual celebrates
the gods’ possession of the individual, here it is an ancestral figure
from a representation, rooted in the language and idioms of the
people, that possesses her. The intensity of the dance summons
Frankie, as it were, who blows Johnny away.
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During the course of her scholarly exploration of ecstasy,
Sara Rogers seeks answers from a psychic. Coming right after
Sara’s intense study of vaudun in the library when it seems that
she has her thesis hammered out, the sequence of her visit to the
psychic taps into Sara’s vague uneasiness about the future and a
level of insecurity about the conclusion of her research. Offered
as a narrative possibility, the sequence links the psychic with the
personal as Sara asks the psychic to read her metaphysical makeup.
In place of the deus ex machina of Greek tragedy, or the marvelous
realism of The Cruz Brothers, minor characters fulfill a function
in the plot that bridges the unforeseeable and the everyday. To
some extent they are what one critic calls “agents of narrative
resolution to the Greek concept of moira” (Bruce Robbins qtd in
Kurnick 2011: 89). The sequence links Sara’s increasingly urgent
existential questions to the last scene of the film where, as Frankie,
she shoots Johnny. She walks into the female psychic’s arbor, an
outdoor space in contrast to the many interiors, indicating the
exploratory nature of the visit. There she asks the psychic directly
what she, the psychic, feels “inside” herself when she sees a
person. The question returns to the notion of doubleness raised
by the reading of Louis Mars but gets absolutely no response
from the psychic, who says she does not understand. Sara then
shifts to a different theme that is more personal, yet framed by
the impersonal. Can the psychic read her future? The psychic
gives her a rendition of her meeting a tall, dark stranger with a top
hat and being photographed with him. This reference to the film
within the film where Sara would be paired with Duke is a seeming
throwaway but does seem to prophesy a particular “destiny” for
Sara. As a character, this is the psychic’s only appearance. She has
no interaction with any of the other characters and, in that sense,
does not enter the “character-system” of the film, and barely takes
up narrative space, in part because the space is located outside of
the characters in the diegesis, thus adding to her what I call extranarrative function, as revealer rather than motivator of action
(Woloch 2003: 13). However, unlike Brechtian epic drama where
the audience knows what will happen, here the scene is used to
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connect the realistic mode of the film with the Romance aspect,
only to be muddied again by the inconclusive final scene with its
overladen apparatus. The scene with the psychic ends in the most
noncommittal way. Sara walks away, back to her apartment and
Victor; it would appear that nothing at all had happened.
The psychic is not the only minor character whose role is
easy to overlook in the film. Several other minor characters,
complicated by the motif of doubling as a discursive strategy,
enlarge the film’s philosophical thinking on black women. The
modernist doppelgänger trope, two characters in the story who
are alter egos, is amplified by extending the trope to include
multiple asymmetrical versions of doubling.
Soon after the protagonist Sara and her husband Victor come
to their summer place in upstate New York, Victor paints Sara in
their apartment. She is seated in an embrasure in the window, her
profile partly lighted, accentuating the atelier atmosphere of the
apartment. The scene purposefully imports the values of painting
and, in its stillness, resembles one. Victor also paints Celia, a
Puerto Rican woman he meets in the town. At the diegetic level,
the two women appear to be foils, rather than doppelgängers,
because of the difference in their personalities. However, the fact
that Victor is painting Celia equates Celia and Sara at the structural
level, both models for the male artist. That the two women serve
as subject material for the male artist is not the only indication of
doubling between them. The second instance is more complex, as
it involves the film within the film and brings us into the terrain
of versions or covers of women. Celia is glimpsed dancing by the
water on her own, again out in the open, and shot using cinematic
techniques. When Sara later, in the film within the film, dances,
we are met with an almost uncanny doubling: of Celia and Sara,
and of Sara and Frankie.
The doubles in the film are not exact replicas or “covers.”
The traditional double is simultaneously subject and somebody
other, someone who stalks the subject like death. The characters
in Losing Ground are tangential doubles, so that when Sara
“becomes” Frankie, the question is not whether Sara dies but
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Figure 5.1 Losing Ground: Sara and Duke in the metafilm

whether she has come to life, following the ancient rite of vaudun
where the subject is inhabited by the gods. The double questions
the original characterization of the subject and casts representation into a crisis. The doubling does not arise naturally, or from
the diegesis, as in traditional doppelgänger films such as Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde (dir. Mamoulian, 1931) and thus is anti-mimetic,
lifting the character out of the diegesis and provoking philosophical questions outside of identity, and of the provisionality and
threat of being itself (Mellier 2018).
The “doubling” that Sara enacts, or experiences, pushes us
into the realm of the unconscious, the cinema its metonym.
One is tempted to theorize the postmodern here because of the
proliferation of images; however, replicas do not carry their own
identities. Celia and Sara do. Thus, the doppelgänger motif is
within the purview of that modernist theme of “the secret sharer”:
Celia and Sara’s presence as minority women. Where Sara’s
doubling as Frankie is featured within the extra-diegetic, Frankie,
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as the literary source, escapes both the diegetic and the extradiegetic, the uncanny ghost in the diegetic, whose very existence
in the historical and social is transmuted by her story and spirit
being channeled here. Even as a minor character, Frankie’s role
is multivalent; she represents the betrayed black woman in the
folk ballad in all its rich socially concrete dimension. She also
invokes moira, or destiny for colored women, brought into the
mix by Celia, serving as a double for Sara. The doubling is further
densely layered when we consider yet another colored female
minor character, the female who plays the role of Frankie’s rival.
Within this design, as a double she plays the “other woman.”
The asymmetry of the doubling here is critical for it helps us
understand that the rival is a double of Celia, but since Celia
herself is a double of Sara, the distinctions between the women
fall apart. In the penultimate sequence that Frankie and Johnny
dance, Johnny firmly drags Frankie to the side and makes his way
to her “rival,” but the ease with which he does it shows that this
dancer too will be cast aside. The asymmetry of the doubling links

Figure 5.2 Losing Ground: Johnny betrays Frankie
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the women, including Sara’s mother, and sets them on the other
side of any romantic interchange.
The asymmetrical doubling of the men is striking in pointing
to the allegorical role of an important minor character, Duke.
Collins had prepared the audience for this role in the manner in
which she presents Duke when Sara first encounters him in the
library. Duke literally appears out of nowhere, talks philosophy
fluently, mentions psychics when telling Sara who he is:
In this life I’m an out-of-work actor, who once studied for
the ministry, in other lives. . so the psychics tell me, I’ve
been an Italian count, an English Lord, even a Confederate
soldier. Apparently this is my first incarnation as a Negro . . .
(Collins 1991: 141–2)

His introduction openly brings in the otherworldly, and his
stature, as he stands over Sara working in subdued lighting in
the library, is a deliberate nod to a mysterious character, with
subtle intimations of a sinister cast. His clothes too are so much
a contrast to the clothes of the other men in the film that one is
uneasily aware that he may not be entirely substantial in the mortal
world. Diegetically, this suspicion is allayed by his being the
uncle of Sara’s student; nevertheless, visually the image remains
paramount. Thus, his allegorical role is resealed in the final dance
with Sara. Given that the psychic had predicted the appearance of
the tall dark stranger, and it is when Sara dances with Duke that
she feels the impact of Frankie’s passion, Duke too is in the guise
of a Fate, spelling destiny.
The minor characters function as intersectional points that
bring the essai and Romance in dialogue. However, it appears a
failed venture, as is the more substantial research into the mystical
visionary tradition. Yet, the female hero has reached the end of
her quest, which, while successful in the extra-diegetic sequence
of the dance in metafilm, is unaddressed except through the dance
in the metafilm. This narrative solution is one in keeping both
with the character and her creative search, and the constraints
placed on African American women by the genre of Romance.
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In the context of the sustained development of the plot around
the artist/philosopher couple’s difficulties, it is noteworthy that
Victor’s characterization does not follow any of the fetishized
figurations of black masculinity, or even what Mark Reid dubs the
“negritude” version which essentializes black masculinity (Doy
2000; Reid 1997). Victor is allowed to be a human being, not a
caricature. Very often, the charge laid against women filmmakers
is that the male characters are utterly unrealistic. To some extent,
this is true of films that privilege the point of view of women;
for example, Dulac’s The Smiling Madame Beudet and Marleen
Gorris’s A Question of Silence (1982). The criticism itself is blind
to how so-called “realistic” representations of women in film
merely use the codes of realism to depict women; quite different
from presenting them outside male lenses. For the black woman
filmmaker, such point of view, personalized, intimate depictions
of a husband or male lover are not viable, for they could shore up
derogatory stereotypes of black men. Not only would that end be
undesirable, but it would also certainly detract from the personal
romantic dilemma that is one of the topics of the film.
A key feature of the modern romcom as seen in the Nancy
Meyers films are the glossy interiors, the highly polished surfaces,
the kitchen spaces that women are in, a reflection of their talent
and their affluence. The interior mise-en-scènes that envelop the
world of the female hero in the Meyers corpus place her in a space
that she is comfortable in, even as it has aspects that suggest that
it is a staged setting for her own persona. Interior mise-en-scènes
have always been an issue for women in African American film,
given that their fixed location was usually in the kitchen. Yet,
Collins chooses to make Losing Ground almost exclusively in
interiors. Elizabeth Alexander explains that the interior functions
very differently for black women: the interior is a place where
the aesthetics of the woman can be expressed. Therefore, the
space is one where the self is made “visible,” the living room
particularly functioning as a “theatrical space, and, in a still visual
realm, a space for tableau or retablo, with its connotations of the
sacred” (Alexander 2004: 9). Alexander suggests that this kind
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of presentation is at the core of what curator Valerie Cassel calls
Black Romanticism. In the catalogue for the Harlem Museum’s
exhibition “Black Romantic,” Cassel (2002) argues that “Black
Romanticism should not be dismissed as fictionalised nostalgia”
particularly because it “engages aspects of a vernacularism
reservoir.” In the film, the interiors are expressive of the male artist
rather than the female philosopher. While expressive, the interiors
are not Romantic. Given the mise-en-scènes of most Hollywood
films featuring African American spaces, the decorative interiors
of the two black New York artists would appear fictionalized to
audiences of the 1980s.
Contrary to the expectations of the romcom genre that uses
aesthetic interiors to frame the female hero, and as noted earlier,
Sara’s presence—her visibility—is less than apparent when she
is posing for Victor, seated in a window embrasure in one corner
of the room. Sara is freer when she is dancing with Duke in a
huge open-air space. Insofar as interiors are concerned, Collins
does not set much stock by domestic interiors within this specific
Romantic orientation, but is invested in black women occupying
public institutional spaces, such as the library. Most film critics
would concede that opening sequences both frame the themes
of a film and introduce the main lines of inquiry, or as Annette
Insdorf argues, they highlight the “thematic concerns and stylistic
approach . . . that will be developed throughout subsequent
scenes” (2017: preface). Losing Ground opens with Sara lecturing
to her students, in command of the space. Thus, the film to some
extent folds the anti-romcom genre into the essai film.
The perils of romance are severely underlined by Victor’s casual,
perhaps unthinking, questioning of the creative importance of
Sara’s philosophical writing, and then further, in the equally
casual entitled way Victor humiliates Sara in front of their guests.
Rather, intellectual companionship—the friendship between
Sara and Duke, and Sara and the student George—is valued. As
a minor character, George is perhaps what narratologists might
call “flat”; his purpose is purely instrumental in setting up the
vaudeville “silent comedy” (Woloch 2003). But as discussed in
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Chapter 2, the fact that he, because of being the film’s director, is
also the surrogate auteur is important in bringing us back from
the fate-ridden Romantic tale to the overall modernist exit of
the film.
The scene itself is marked as extra-diegetic by the director’s
instructions, and the illusion of the cinematic rent by an abrupt
cut, showing Victor’s car. Even as Frankie and his partner dance,
George, the director, interrupts with suggestions for precise moves.
A cut-in brings Sara into the scene, watching the couple dance.
George gives her the final cue. A close-up of Sara’s face shows
her fear, uncertainty, and anguish. She shoots. Victor reels at the
impact. We cut back to Sara, and then to Victor. Both experience
some recognition. Sara, we are clear, has experienced ecstasy. The
question of “what happens next” remains unanswered. Rather, the
modernist narrative solution creates space for new philosophies
for African American women; hence, none of the generic strands
of the film, including the philosophical, finds full closure.

Note
1

Collins had translated Louis Mars from the French to the English.
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